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Aston University Deploy Green Cooling and Power
Generation Solutions by Workspace Technology Ltd.

Founded in 1895 and a University since 1966, Aston is a long
established research led University known for its world-class
teaching quality and strong links to industry, government and
commerce.  Aston University’s 40 acre campus is based in the
centre of Birmingham and home to over 9,500 students. The
University is consistently ranked in the UK's top 40 universities
confirming its place amongst the elite.

Client Situation

Aston University had a large distributed base of aging UPS
equipment deployed throughout the main Aston Triangle building. 
In addition to the UPS problems the cooling systems within the main
data centre were over 15 years old extremely inefficient and were
overdue for replacement.  As part of a combined project a tender
was issued by Aston University via the established NEUPC
framework. The NEUPC framework enables University’s and
Colleges to procure data centre solutions and services via a 
pre-approved list of data centre specialists.

Workspace Technology Ltd was successfully selected by Aston
University on the basis of innovation, quality, proven experience and
technical excellence.
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Power Generation “Continuous &
Predicable Power Availability”

Workspace Technology’s Power Generation team
deployed Active Power’s innovative continuous power
solution which combines green battery less UPS
systems with reliable containerised generator
technology. 

The configuration consisted of a Powerhouse®

standard ISO shipping container configured with a
400kVA Diesel Engine paired with GenSTART® Active
Powers patented generator starting system which
increases generator starting availability by a factor of
ten. The GenSTART® management system ensures
the University’s essential power supplies are restored
in less than 10secs after a power failure.

The Powerhouse generator set was combined with
Active Power’s CleanSource® “battery free” UPS
system. The solution uses flywheel technology taking
up less than half the footprint of an equivalent legacy
battery-based system. With up to 98% efficiency and
simple and predictable operation the Powerhouse
solution installed by Workspace Technology supports
the University’s drive to reduce wasted energy. 

Powerhouse® Design Benefits:

� 98% operating efficiency offering attractive whole
life cost savings against any other system.

� Completely battery free negating future battery
replacement costs.

� High reliability MTBF >2,000,000 hours.

� Built in active harmonic load conditioning.

� Input Transient Voltage Surge Suppression.

� Built in redundancy of control power supplies,
internal communication and cooling fans.
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� 0(zero) air conditioning required, No environmental
conditioning required based on a wide operating
temperature range ( -15°c to + 40°c)

� 0(zero) battery removal, disposal and replacements
for the life of the system. 

� Smallest available footprint, kW for kW 

� Energy Savings

� Complete scalability / modular and redundant
architecture

� Low service and maintenance requirements

� Rapid recharge time (under 5 minutes from 0% to
100% load)

� No hazardous waste material

� The most efficient UPS architecture available,
always optimising PUE

Electrical Design & Installation

Workspace Technology’s in house engineering team
provided a full electrical distribution and switchgear
design as part of the turnkey installation for the
University. A new Schneider Electric UPS Distribution
Panel was installed complete with electrical cabling 
to each of the local wiring closets throughout the
University.
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Freecool® Evaporative Free Air Cooling

Workspace Technology delivered its industry leading
Evaporative Free Air Cooling Technology as an
innovative alternative to replace the existing perimeter
cooling systems.

Freecool® Evaporative Free Air Cooling by Workspace
Technology is a low cost, low carbon alternative to
traditional DX or Chilled Water cooling solutions for
server room and data centre environments.  When
compared to traditional chilled water with free cooling
the Freecool® will deliver exceptional levels of
performance. 

A total of two 30kW Freecool® modules were
deployed providing 60kW of cooling capacity with an
option to extend to 90kW. The configuration was
based around Workspace Technology’s innovative
“mixing box” arrangement that combines filtration with
accurate temperature control.

With the exception of the PLC controller the only
power consumed by the Freecool® system is fan
power. Workspace Technology’s mechanical
engineers ensured optimum fan selection delivering
system resilience, maximum airflow with minimum
energy consumption for the University.

To ensure a complete managed airflow architecture
within the data centre Workspace Technology
deployed its “FlexAisle®” multivendor aisle
containment system. The configuration supported a
“hot aisle return plenum” HARP arrangement to create
effective and efficient airflow ensuring cold air is
delivered via the room space directly to equipment
inlets and hot air is captured and returned directly to
the mixing box via the ceiling plenum. 

Freecool® deployment benefits:

� Reduced CO2 emissions

� Significantly reduced energy consumption and
operating costs

� Supports existing cooling technologies

� Improved PUE Efficiency Ratings

� Improved “Green Credentials”

� Improved resilience with practical support by 
UPS systems

� Flexible airflow configuration options.

Interest in direct free air cooling technology is
accelerating amongst the I.T community and
Workspace Technology is uniquely positioned to help
design and deliver effective evaporative fresh air
cooling solutions for clients across the UK”. 
The implementation of Freecool® had an immediate
impact reducing cooling energy consumption by over
20kW for the University. It is estimated the
implemented configuration will deliver a 24 to 36
month payback for the University.

Mixing Box Arrangement Filtration Wall
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Complete Integration

Workspace Technology has established itself at one of the UK’s
leading independent Data Centre, Design, Build & Management
companies over the past several years. This project offered a number
of challenges that where readily resolved by Workspace Technology’s
experienced in house Data Centre Solutions design team.

Workspace Technology undertook all related construction work,
electrical design, and installation services as part of this turnkey
project for Aston University.

Support... planned and contract maintenance services

To ensure that equipment is operating to its full potential Workspace
Technology provides regular planned preventative maintenance
programmes for both the Freecool® and Active Power Powerhouse
systems. The Planned Preventative Maintenance are backed up with
emergency callout for unplanned failures.  A bespoke three year
contract has been implemented as part of the overall data centre
installation.



Approved “Endorser” EU “Code of
Conduct on Data Centre Efficiency”

Workspace Technology’s “Commitment to help clients
reduce their carbon footprint through the deployment
of energy efficient technology and design”.

APC Elite Partner
Data Centre Certified

Technology House, 5 Emmanuel Court, Reddicroft Sutton Coldfield, 
West Midlands B72 1TJ.

Tel : 0121 354 4894 Fax: 0121 354 6447
email : sales@workspace-technology.com
www.workspace-technology.com
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About Workspace Technology
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Workspace Technology welcomes this opportunity to connect with you as a valued
customer. We would like to share our vision and expertise through a partnership
approach. Our ability to deliver integrated, scalable, energy efficient solutions has made
us the preferred choice for many public sector and commercial businesses today.

Operating throughout the UK, Workspace Technology offers clients an enthusiastic and
refreshing approach, combined with teamwork that takes performance and service to
new levels of excellence.

Further details of Workspace Technology’s products and services can be found at
www.workspace-technology.com. 

Workspace Technology’s Data Centre Solutions division offer clients
Data Centre, Server and Communications Room solutions and
services which are “Energy Efficient by Design”. By engaging you and
taking the time to understand the business and performance related
issues Workspace Technology is able to effectively address the
demands of your business.


